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About This Content

Jimmy's Vendetta will take players into an alternate perspective of the mob through the eyes of Jimmy, a mercenary. Jimmy is
the guy the other guys call when they need to finish the job. Jimmy's Vendetta features dozens of intense newly created arcade-

style, city-based missions that keep Jimmy driving, shooting and rampaging through Empire Bay. Missions will unlock as they
progress, activating a slew of assassination and timed vehicle missions ending in dramatic shootouts and explosive car chases.
Players will rack up points for performance, power slides, and skill shots. The scores will be immediately posted to the new

leaderboard system, providing extensive re-playability, as players work to rise to the top of the ranks. Get to know Empire Bay –
the executioner’s way.
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Genre: Action
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2K Czech, Feral Interactive (Mac)
Publisher:
2K, Feral Interactive (Mac)
Franchise:
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 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Microsoft Windows XP (SP2 or later) / Windows Vista / Windows 7

Processor: Pentium D 3Ghz or AMD Athlon 64 X2 3600+ (Dual core) or higher

RAM: 1.5 GB RAM

Hard Disk Space: 8GB

Video Card: nVidia GeForce 8600 / ATI HD2600 Pro or better

Sound Card: 100% DirectX 9.0c compatible sound card

Peripherals: Keyboard and mouse or Windows compatible gamepad
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Simple but intuitive and fun gameplay, and with new mechanics that pops up as you progress to keep things interesting. This is a
nice game to showcase for people new to VR. A bit on the short side, which is to be expected since it is still in early access, but
new levels and updates seems to pop up fairly regularly. Worked great with Oculus Touch.. Killed everything in this game now I
am done LOL... 10\/10. The furute.... is now!. It's definitely not finished. No online play. Balls trajectories are sometimes quite
randow. Your player won't run despite you're pushing like hell on the right button...

I really regret to have bought it.. love the brand and the software i end up buying the ADVANVE SYSTEM CARE PRO from
their website. Got a bug which caused i had to restart the game once. Still enjoyed this game a lot! some good puzzle's where u
actually have to think a little to move on. Only 2 lvl's right now, but looking rly good!. I checked the title and I'm pretty sure this
said horror. Bland is I can say. no frights and story weak.. Biggest Money. Tite\/10. There is honestly nothing I can see that is
good about this game, the weapon balance is terrible, it is second nature to just jump around every single corner you encounter
and the recoil of the weapons are so badly tuned that if you want to get a kill outside of short range you literally miss every shot
after the first 2. The snipers in this game is everything that shouldn\u2019t be in a competitive eSport where it is just quick
scoping anything that isn\u2019t in long range. As for the game performance, it feels sluggish and the hit registration reminds
me of BO1 which came out over 8 years ago.

I feel like this game was purely designed for players that exclusively played COD 1 and 2 and never played anything else; this
game was put together with the competitive nature of CSGO but with gun play of COD game that released close to a decade
ago. This game is just not fun to play.
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SPOILER ALERT!
Helltown is a really solid horror game with some problems.

Pros:
- subtlety
- nice retro graphics
- has a weird but unsettling atmosphere
- multiple endings

But despite these good things there are some problems with this game.
The biggest Problem in my opinion is that the shift in the game happens much too fast.
The timespan you have to get to know the people and the town itself is much too short.
Also the game gets really repetitive after the shift happens, as pretty much the entire game consists of being chased by monsters
that can kill you far to easily since you have nowhere to hide (when compared to games like Amnesia or SOMA where this isn't
that much of a problem since there are plenty of places to hide from monsters, which by the way adds some extra tension since
you aren't sure if you are safe in your hiding place).

I think the beginning of the game has this really unsettling Blue Velvet like atmosphere, since the town and it's inhabitants seem
too perfect to be true. The nightmare sequence that happens during the first night is pretty much the scariest thing in the entire
game (it really reminds me of the dream sequences in Twin Peaks), and I think there should be some more of those. Also the
key chase that happens midway during the game should be less frustrating since it's pretty much trial and error until you find the
keys and actually make it to the exit. This is a shame since the scene afterwards where you want to leave town is one of the most
atmospheric moments of the game. The sequence where you are in the town which seems to be in hell is good as it is. The
church sequence on the contrary is probably the most frustrating part of the game. This just isn't fun or scary at all. The church
is just a maze full of enemies that chase you down to no end.

I think what you could do to make the game better is:

- Make the beginning longer with more days where you just explore the town as it gradually gets weirder and weirder.
- Add some more dream sequences as they are really great.
- Make the key hunt less frustrating (maybe by adding some hiding spots)
- Let the sequence where you have to search the seals as it is since the chases fit perfectly for this part of the game
- Give the church part an overhaul to make it less frustrating and more interesting (less chases, more puzzles)

But all in all this is a solid game, aside the mentioned cons I really liked the game.

. This is ofc awesome. but pls make a "Special Edition", same quality as the other Monkey Island remakes.. Awesome cool little
game, just cleared the first chapter and still have plenty to do.
Also loved the soundtrack!. Mind the Vikings is a delightful god game-lite/village management sim that has plenty of charm and
ease of access to appeal to newcomers and veterens of the genre alike. Despite, being in Early Alpha the game offers plenty to
do in way of actual game play.

You can check out my full review here!
https://strictlygamereviews.wordpress.com/2018/02/28/mind-the-vikings/. An entertaining shmup in the same vain as
Sega\u2019s Fantasy Zone.

The playful, angular graphics are a treat. Distinct color and sound notifications free up your eyes to focus on the fray and add
impactful situational awareness. The four power-ups work well with one another, although the beam is a bit situational. An
upgrade system could\u2019ve added more potential depth, but the concept wouldn\u2019t be compatible with the
game\u2019s score-based gameplay.

On sale the game is a steal and, outside of a few nitpicks like the scarcity of health drops or enemy projectile damage during
dashes, Graceful Explosion Machine is a GEM.
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